[Improving efficacy of fluorescent diagnostics of skin and mucosal tumors in ocular oncology].
Developed in 2006 by our institute, the method of primary detection of skin and mucosal tumors based on non-induced fluorescence of endogenous protoporphyrin IX is used to estimate proliferative activity of tumor and its probable progression. This study was aimed to improve method efficacy by means of additional parameter which would quantitatively describe the interpenetration of tumor and surrounding tissues. The authors analyzed autofluorescent data of 97 patients and determined medico-biological factors which could cause controversal results (all cases were histologically controlled). The coefficient of interpenetration K(dith) was proposed as a solution. It is calculated as averaged reciprocal to tumor border probability. Repeated analysis of the autofluorescent images using both the proliferative factor and coefficient of interposition revealed improvement of method specificity from 69% to 85% while sensitivity of method remained 70%. In authors' opinion, the method can be recommended for use in general oncology and dermatology.